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Search books by subject at Amazon.in. Discovering books with Predictive and Data Analytics technologyQ: How to use ExecuteNonQuery? I have a Stored Procedure on SQL Server 2008. But I am little bit confused about execute non query. Since I have this code in my program: cmd.CommandText = "dbo.GetRate"; cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure;
cmd.Parameters.AddWithValue("@time", DateTime.Now.ToString()); cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); return cmd.Parameters["@time"].Value; Why am I having this error : Procedure or function 'GetRate' expects parameter '@time', which was not supplied. Here is my Stored Procedure code: ALTER PROCEDURE [dbo].[GetRate] @time nvarchar(10) BEGIN SELECT Rate, Rev_Rate

FROM Rate_Info WHERE (id = @time) END I want to retrieve date from my code and pass it to my stored procedure. A: ExecuteNonQuery() doesn't return anything. It makes an SQL statement and executes it. Hence you have to get the return value from the command object. To do this you can use ExecuteScalar. public int GetRate(string time) { using (SqlConnection conn =
new SqlConnection(connectionString)) { conn.Open(); using (SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand("GetRate", conn)) { cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; cmd.Parameters.AddWithValue("@time", time); using (SqlDataReader dr = cmd.ExecuteReader()) { if (dr.Read())
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Thank you for reading this.CP PCC: What happened to the NSW Liberal candidate? WHEN the NSW Liberal party sends out a press release, it’s a good sign, but when it doubles down on old media appearances, the message is clear: success is only around the corner. Lisa Owen, one of their better known frontbenchers, managed to appear on three news channels to talk about
the recent by-election in Melbourne’s eastern suburbs. According to the latest count, the Liberal party’s Smith candidate, Lynda Voltz, has about two weeks to get her party out of the red, but Owen made the same mistakes she did last time. “I think the message has been received,” Owen said on the front page of News Corp, “and the tone is very consistent — you can’t be
the candidate of change and the incumbent at the same time.” This is the kind of anti-government, pro-establishment rhetoric that has been sending the Liberal party’s honeymoon period into outer space. Another media appearance, on Channel Ten’s The Project, showed the problem with this approach. “What a change that would be,” Owen said, “a change of government

in NSW,” in response to host Waleed Aly’s comments about the Victorian Coalition’s failure to tackle youth unemployment. If Lynda Voltz wins, voters will give the NSW Liberal party a chance, but as the previous election demonstrated, they won’t be looking for the new faces of the party, especially those who have been serving in State Parliament for longer than five
years.The effects of varying concentrations of nicotinic acetylcholine receptor agonists on the activity of rat skeletal muscle nicotinic receptor channels. A two-electrode voltage-clamp method has been used to study the effects of varying the concentration of carbamylcholine and nicotine on the activity of muscle nic 6d1f23a050
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